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“SELVAGGIO BLU” /TREKKING IN SARDINIA
 6-day-off-trail hiking
 Nights in stunning bays
 Exposed abseiling, easy rock climbing

There is nothing comparable to the “Selvaggio Blu“ - hiking along Sardinia’s rocky shore is
absolutely unique and thus extraordinarily fantastic. Its name “Selvaggio Blu“ (Wild Blue) already
says many things about it and still leaves everything open. Travel guide literature describe it as
Italy’s “most difficult” trekking tour and as one of the 100 most beautiful treks of the world: a 6days-hike from Santa Maria Navarrese along the cliff coast of the “Golfo di Orosei“ gulf to Cala
Gonone. In between there is a wild and natural cliff coast with wonderful bays. The trekking tour
leads partly very close to the sea, partly over 700m above sea level, sometimes on shepherd’s paths
and other times off the beaten tracks in the open terrain, partly on exposed rock ridges and partly
also in the middle of wild undergrowth of Mediterranean vegetation along Sardinia’s coast. The
biggest challenge, however, is not the orientation itself but the ABSENCE of water. Therefore we
get our water and food supply by the seaway. We also don’t carry a tent and enjoy the nights
under breathtaking starry skies or below one of the many rock shelters and caves in case of bad
weather. A refreshing bath in the sea after a tiring hiking day, a campfire in the evening and star-
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bright nights while lying in our warm and cosy sleeping bags with the sound of waves offer an
unforgettable experience, adventurous moments and wild romanticism. Even though the day
stages are not very long nor is the height difference scary at any point, the “Selvaggio Blu“ is still
quite demanding: some easy climbing sections, heat and thirst along the way and loads of open
terrain off the beaten tracks. Check out Andi Marini’s pictures posted on our homepage to get the
best overVIEW of this tour.

Difficulty

Bergsteigen   
&
Bergreisen

3/4

Level of mountaineering difficulty: steady footing & free from
giddiness ***
Endurance for 6–8 walking hours per day
Being sure-footed & free from giddiness, adventurous & flexible
Accommodation

2 x hotel in Santa Maria N.
5 x starry sky, mat and sleeping bag

Number of participants

6 - 8 Persons

Services









Price

1.195,00 €
additionally flight 200,€ from Verona
additionally Airportshuttle S. Maria: 125,-€

Flight booking to Cagliari
2 x HB in twin bedroom
Food and refreshments during the trekking
Food and refreshments on the seaway
Boat transfer Cala Luna – Hotel S. Maria
Transfer Airport Cagliari – Hotel S. Maria
Mountain guide
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Sun 26.09.21 - Wed 10.03.21
Sun 10.10.21 - Sun 17.10.21
Sun 31.10.21 - Sun 11.07.21 with Hubert Niederwolfsgruber
Sun 22.05.22 - Sun 29.05.22
Sat 10.09.22 - Sun 16.10.22
Sun 25.09.22 - Thu 10.02.22
Tue 04.10.22 - Sun 17.04.22

